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By Slim Margin

Convention Endorses Morris

Cuti es
students will be asked to select one of these young ladies
as queen of the Military Eall at the annual ftmction
Feb. 10. Top left to right, are Linda Pickett and Julie
Pomerory. Bottom, left to right are Mary Ann Olson
and Barbara Peese.
The Uall, scheduled from 9-12
p.m., will feature the Mello•Tones. (PhotosbyDon Muller)

Central Gets $192,()90 Grant
Central has received a Na•
tional Science Foundation grant
of $192,100 for implementint:
undergraduate programs in
biological sciences, chemistry,
mathema:ttcs, physics and psy.
chology.
The proposal for the grant
was submitted to NSF by Dr.
Bernard Martin, assistant dean
of arts and sciences, and an•
nouncement of the grant came
Tuesday, JaJ!. 30.
In explaining the grant, Dr.
Martin said the funds will per.
mit the biological sciences area
to establish mobile field stations.-laboratories enabling
tions.-laborator.i es
enabling
students to work in the field .
throughout the northwest. ThiB
will facilitate interdisciplinary
field-oriented study of the natural history of the Pacific
"The. biological
Northwest.
science faculty wlll now be able
to use our geography and anthropology departments more
extensively,'' he added.
exten~ively ," he added,
The
' mathematics department will
purchase instructional equip.
ment, principally to supplement
the present calculator center
and will develop faculty.student
research as a part of the under.
graduate honors program; it will.
also develop a mathematics pro-

gram for elementary teachers ..
An initial study of other cot.
lege and university laboratory
curriculums throughout the nation will lead to purchase ot
shop and laboratory equipment
for the physics department, he
said. Also funded will-be faculty..
guided student research in phy.
sics at the undergraduate level
including nuclear research in
conjunction with Battelle Northwest (Tri-Cities) and the use
of lasers in physics research.

In what was probably the most
closely contested presidential
nominating race in Central's
history, Tom Morris defeated
Austin Cooper by four votes to
win the SGA nominati~g conven.
tion.
Mike Fuller, vying for execu.
tive vice president against Bob
Ramstead also won the conven.
tion endorsement.
Kathy Noble won the convention
endorsement for social vice
president, with ·P atti Mitchell
in a close second. Running
unopposed for secretary is Kathy
McGuire.
Those winning the most num.
ber of delegate votes will be
placed first on Wednesday's
election ballot.
The convention was kicked off
last Friday night during a banquet at which Slade Gordon, ·
Washington's House Majority
Leader spoke on student's role
in politics.
Campaigning followed, com.
plete with cheering, jeering and
continuous interruptions frorr. .
Central clowns, Tim Wing and
asso.ciates.
Through this holocast of cam.
paign nominations were made.
Through the antics of Wing and
his off.campus comrads five
dark horse candidates were nominated; three dogs, includill{;

Now Available _.

dearing and Gil Fleury. Laura
Johnson is running unopposed
for position number three. Run·
ning for men's off-campus legislative position ts Rich Rice,
with Mary Lou Klodntck running
for women's off.cam1X1s legis~
tor. There ts one vacant post.
tion for each men and women
oft-campus legislator.
Running unopposed for honor
council -are Barbara Beane, Julie
Hayes, Art Mabbott and Mic
Moses.
Yesterday the first
popcorn forum was held in the
Cage. At the forums the candidates discuss platforms, enab.
ling the students to become bet.
ter acquainted with each caoot.
date. Two more forums will be
held Monday and TUesday frorr.
1-3 p.m. in the Cage.
The polls open at 8 a.m. Wed.
nesday and close at 5 p.m.
The annual ''Watch Ntte
Dance" will ·top off the twelve
days of campaigning with announcement of winners. The
Wart Hog
dance will begin in the-SUB at
"The thing I like best about 8 p.m. and announcements will
the convention is it takes two be made approximately every
days to do 40 minutes work,'' half hour, with announcement of
Wing said.
president at the close at 11 p.m.
Competing for legislator-at.
''This w111 ltkely be one at.
large, position number one, are. the most closely contested elecGary Damaskos and Roy Han. tions ever held at Central,"
sen. Position number two is- Dennis Hamilton, SGA president
b~ing contested between Mike
said.

Food Protesters leave Bad Taste

Upper campus reaction to last
week's food protest was largely
unfavorable. Residence hall
presidents polled feel the
protest was poorly organized
and misrepresented to them by
the organizers.
The NSF funds for chemistry
Frank Fisher feels the protest
will be used to 1X1rchase under•.
did bring some favorable
graduate instructional equip.
results. According to Fisher
ment in six areas-general che.
the administration knows now
mistry, inorganic, analytical,
that
the Food Committee and
physical, organic and biochemis.
· try. Equipment for psychology the students want to work with
them on d1n1ng hall pr9blems.
laboratories to improve under.
"Residence Hall Senate has
graduate programs will also be
taken up the· problem. It will
a significant p(lrchase.
possibllitl.es
for
Dr. Martin explained the funds discuss
changes tn food service at its
would be spent over a three
mee~s.," Fisher said.
year period.
Stan Silvernail, president d.
Whitney Hall and RH'S feels the
protest was unnecessary and
patty.
"I am not convinced tbat Frank
Fisher, Inc., went through the
proper channels. The problem
Urban· center applications are
was not presented to RHS until
now available from the educathe night before the protest was
tion office in Black Hall. T.he - held," Silvernail said.
deadline for returning them will
Kathy Bair, Anderson Hall
be March 1.
president,. feels the students

Urban Applications

Wonder wart Hog an outgoing
vice president and an alleged
pot pusher. Acceptance speech·
es followed Saturday night, after
which delegations 2cast their
votes to determine the top two
candidates for each office.

were given the wrong impres.
service, said there were few
sion of the protest.
concrete results from the strike
"Fisher and his followers
itself. He commented that RHS
misrepresented the lacking of
pledged at its meeting the night
the protest to us. We were
before thP- protest to send more
told that several dorms would
representatives to Food Coin·
participate. Later we found out
mittee meetings.
these dorms would have nothing .
"We have always seen tbat
to do with tt," Miss Ba.tr said. girls working in the d1n1ng ball
Wayne G~een, Stephens Hall
wear hair nets, but we have
-president, said his residence
been a litUe lax about how they
hall might have supported the
wear them. Sometimes the
protest U 1t had been more
whole head ts not covered. We
honesUy presented.
are being more strict about it
Ron Donaldson, president of
now."
Kennedy Hall, thought the pro.
"Demonstrators were gener.
testors had some legitimate
ally peaceful. We did hear of
gripes, but they were not pre.
one instance -where the door was
sented well.
held against a couple of girls
Maesha Beyer, Jennie Moore · trying to enter the dining hall,
Hall president, feels the protest
but we have no proof," Ayers
itself didn't accomplish too
said.
much, but the -mlk5 before it
Fisher has become a ware o1
may have.
some harassment of students by
"There was interest aroused
protestors. He regrets they had
and we got more action. During
problems trying to enter the din.
the organization of the strike,
Ing hall.
students and administrators
"This was an unfortunate
really did some serious talk· thing. The men of Quigley are
tng," ·Miss Beyer said.
sorry it happened that way,"
Ray Ayers, director of food
Fisher said.

-----1968 Election Guide------PRESIDENT
Tom Morris
I hope every one of you will
weigh carefully the choices you
make in this next' SGA electiono
I feel this next year will be
an ex'tremely important one ..
Students are going to have more
of a chance ~ participate in
decisions that are direcUy re.
lated to them. The big chal·
lenge that faces SGA in the next
year will be finding and encour •

aging people to take part in
decisions that will affect both
students and faculty on campus.
Students, through active partici·
pation with fellow students and
faculty members will benefit a
great deal in their own education
while contributing to the educa.
tion of others. A great deal
has been accomplished in the
last few years but if we do
not meet this challenge much of
this effort will be wasted. I
promise you that I will dedicate
all my efforts and energy to
face and encourage students to
become activily involved in
education. I would appreciate
your support in the election but
even more important I would
greatly appreciate your support
throughout the entire year for
whoever is elected. It will be
that support that will make stu.
dent government a success for
you.

Austin Cooper
My basic idea and purpose
is "responsible student power."
We students are partners in
this academic community. We
should have a voice and vote in
setting up the rules and policies
that govern it.

I plan to do this by putting
students on the committees and
boards that set up the rules ..

Examples
are:
Bookstore
Board, Academic StandingCom.
mittee, Faculty Senate, etc.
Extra • curricular activites
participation by all students
should be encouraged. Those
areas that all of us can par.
ticipate in (for example: co.
Rec) should be given highprior ..
ity in budgets and scheduling ..
Students should take part in
all areas of academic matters.
We should expand and move for ..
ward with such things as Sym.
posium,
student • initiated
courses, and visiting faculty
members.
I ·have been involved in many
·areas of dorm and SGA student
government. I feel that I have
the experience and knowledge
needed to take ideas · and make
them into. reality.
I will make mistakes and will
·need your help, but I will be
working constantly as the rep.
resentative and spokesman of
ALL of the students of Central.
Responsible and legitimate
student power and participation
can make Central a better place
to live and learn. I urge you
to join me in working toward
that goal.

EXEC. VICE PRESIDENT
Bob Ramstead
I c0ntend that a candidate is
only as strong as his platform.
My platform of "Universal Ben·
efit" offers a program to profit
all of us as students. Thisplat.
form includes a program for ex:.
panding Curbstone to two days
a week at two different times.
This will enable more students
to take part in this essential
campus activity.
Another program ls offered as
a solution to the much neglected
problem of communication with
olf • campus students" A bi •

monthly meetirig of the SGA and
all interested off.campus stu.
dents would be economical and.
workable.
A third program consists of
setting aside one day during
this next year for returning
"borrowed" and overdue books
to the library without penalty.
The money that would have been
used for replacement of volumes
could be freed for expansion
of facilities.
A two party mock political
convention with keynote speak·
ers taken from the na tiona.l poll t.
ical scene is viewed· by this
as a beneficial
candidate
program for the upcoming election year. With an already
expanded budget, theSGA speak·
er program has far reaching
convention with keynote speak..
ers takenfrom the national polit.
ical program for the upcoming
expanded budget, the SGA speak.
er program has far reaching
possibilities. I would like to
see a more varied program for
ow- students.
I am a firm believer in communication, and will use every
means available to keep you
informed as to · what ls happen.
ing in SGA. I hope to meet
as many of you as possible
during the next week. I want
to know what you ·want in SGA.
It's your government.

Mike Fuller
I am running for the office
of SGA ·Executive Vice Presl.
dent. I am presently living at
Sparks Hall, my major is Speech
and Drama, and I am 21 years
old.
Experience is an essential
asset when it comes to serving
as a college student government
official. During my last two
years, I have been surrounded
by the duties and demands of
c&llege student government. I
have been Freshman , Class
President and SOA President at

Tacoma Community College.
Therefore, I am quite familiar
with the workings of a student
government and student legiS·
lature.
My Platform is as Follows:
1. I will continue to bring ''big
name" speakers to our campus
but by personally visiting the
dorms, and through dorm pres.
idents, I will ask your opinion
on who you wna. t to speak.
2.. Through Curbstone, I will
bring people who will speak not
only on controversial issues but
also those who will speak on
· inti~ vidua.l student interests.
3. I will carry out a well round..
ed orientation program for fall,
winter and spring quarters ..
Also, I will improve transfer
students orientation.
4. By sending campus bulletins .
to the major apartment houses
and through making use of a off.
campus bulletin board, I wlll
try to improve off.campus com.
munication.
Most important, I will visit
the dorm meetings throughout
my term and answer any
questions the studetns may
have. In this way I can truly
communicate with you the stu.
dent and we can work together
throughout the coming. term.

SOCIAL VICE PRESfDENT
I have been deeply involved in
dorm and SGA activities the past
year and a half, and am well
aware of .student feelings and
problems. If elected I will:
1. Strive to improve communi.
cations between SGA and the
students by working more close.
1Y with the Social Activites
Council and working toward the
erection of a newly designed
.readerboard.
2. Initiate new Cavern programs, such as Avant Garde

Kathy No~le .

'68
3. Work to increase the recrea.

tion program to include the pro..
posed recreation area east of
Nicholson Pavilion and to expand
the Co.Rec program.
4. Establish an orientation program for new students winter
and spring quarters.
5. To continue the policies
established by the pastadmlnts.
tration, including 4.5 big name
entertainment shows during the
year, with improvement in qua.l.
ity by block booking.

With complete realization of tM
responslbillties and intention of
carrying them out, I propose
the ~ollowing: Dorms, organ!..
zations, and SGA equal oppor.
tunlty for "Prime" dance d~e.
SGA will supplement the enter.
tainment these other groups ca,n.
not provide. Give students an
active voice in programming the
entertainment ottered by SGA,
by continuous communlca tk>n
with Student Activites Commit.
tee (SAC) and off.campus legis.
Jatures. Encourage block book.
lng for ''big name" entertainment to lower entertainment
costs to the students. I have
had experience in SGA, dorm
a.nd other activities. I am serv.
ing as president of Hitchcock
Hall, Choice' '68 Chairman,
Honor council, and Student.
Faculty Critique. I was Freshman Orientation Chairman,
Symposium Reception Chair·
man, Vice President Sigma Tau
Alpha, and Representative to the
ASG Convention in San Fran.
cisco.

SECRETARY
Kathy McGuire

LEGISLATURE
Mike Dearing

the proposal before the
legislature passes, the positl.on
of secretary will no longer be
elected but rather appointedand
will no longer have a vote in
the legislature. If this happens,
I would like to see a new position created, solely for the pur.
pose of doing research on any '
and all things that come before
the legislature, such as the
infirmary, SGA movies, or the
readerboard. This position
should have a vote.
In addition to carrying out the
clerical duties of SGA Secre.
tary, I will, if elected, fulfill
both the role of an active execu.
tive board and legislative
member. I do strive to be an
individual- one who thinks for
himself yet considers carefully
the thoughts of others-and it
ls under this principle that. I
would work for you as SGA Secretary.
· If

If elected I will work for you,
the individual student. I wW
better communications between
you and the SGA by the wide.
spread distribution of the SGA
minutes so they are easily
accessible to each and everyone
of you. If elected I will be will.
Ing to visit your living group
and relay information · to you
about what SGA is doing and
will be most wlll1ng to
take your ideas and suggestions
lack to SGA. If elected I would
work to get more big nam~
speakers, a bigger Co.Rec program, better meal plans for the
on.campus student (this would
save money for those of you
who do not eat every meal), and
some kind of plan where you
would have a say in the cur.
riculutn of the upper division
classes you take. A vote for
Mike Dearlng is a vote for
action-and fast action.

HONOR COUNCIL
Roy Hansen
Barbara 'Chili' Beane
'The purpose of Honor Council
is to handle serious infractions
of the Honor Code and to inter.
pret the SGA constitution.
However, I feel thatHonorCoun.
ell also calls on my honor to
judge students honestlyandjust.
ly without any personal biases
or prejudices.
Julie. Hayes
PREVIOUS COLLEGE ACTIV·
ITIES: Social V. P. of Sue Lorn.
lBrd Hall; SPURS; SAC; Central Singers.
"In my mind, student opinion
is of utmost importance in the
judgment of Honor Council
cases. If elected to the Coun.
ell, I would accept the responsibility of the position, and would
strive to display fairness,
integrity and wisdom in all my
judgments.''

PATrY MlTCHELLJ

Vote
Wednesday
I'• ., ,.

· , -:./

'The student government of
Central can be instrumental 1n
promoting a number of changes
that I feel are necessary. Give:
the opportunity, I would work
toward pre • registration ol
everything but classes if total
pre-registration ls not Possible.
0ne· area of student concern is
the operation of the bookstore.
I feel an investigation of book·
store profits should be made.
A report of where the profits
go could be printed by the Crier
ea.ch quarter. Since it's obvious
that students don't know of the
opportunities for them to par.
ticipa te in the SGA, I feel an
arrangement between the SGA
and Crier to report SGA bul·
letlns ·is necessary. I feel a
major issue is the ellmina.tion
of the P.E. requirements. The
time and money sayed by this
action could be used to expand
the Co.Rec program.

Gary Damaskos
''I believe the legislator must
reprsent YOU, the students, and
not his own personal opiJUons.
He must take back to the students the issues that are trans.
piring at the legislator.meetings
and let YOU decide what to do.
Communication has to flow both
directions. Off • campus stu.
dents need better communica.
tions,· too. How about a news.
.letter and,or bulletin boar~
Organizing student opinion be·
hind their representatives and
behind their (the students) own
ideas is the surest and only
way of getting what YOU as a
student want. It ls the legts.
Jator's job to do that organiz.
tng. U this is what you want
in a legislator-vote GaryDam·
askos.

Gii Fleur9
I
enjoy participating in
sports, dormitory and campus
activities; and would enjoy rep.
resenting the students of C en.
lral Washington In SGA. As a
candidate for the otfice of Leg.
islator At Large, I would llke
to see the following:
(1) more communication and
personal contact between SGA
and the students and similar·
ly,

(2) more communication and
understanding between the fa.cul·
ty and students;
(3) an increase in thespeaker
Program budget to accomodate
speakers for Election Year '68,
including the candidates and
other key people involved,
(4) the contlnuationandexpan.
slon of Curbstone, Symposium, .
and the ProfessorsinResid~e
programs;
(5) an increase in the publicity
budget and staff, is needed, and
(6) I would like to see an in. tense study and evaluaUon of
the orientation program.
These are - just a few things
that I would like to see If I am
chosen as your Legislator At
U.rge.

: \Crier SPOTLIGH TS OPINION
'

.

We recommend the students at Central
elect Austin Cooper to the pastion of SGA
president.
The president should be an effective adminis·
trator; one who can stimulate students, envi·
sion student and campus needs and create
programs to i;neet them and maintain fluid
communication with the electorate and admin·
ist;ration.
The student chief executive should be lmagin·
ative, energetic, realistic and .Promotion
oriented.
Austin Cooper has demonstrated these
necessary talents during his stint at Central.
He has held two residence ~l offices,
edited Crier sports pages, and served asSGA
executive vice president. He ls currently
co • chairman of Union Board, executive
coordinator for SGA president Denny Ham·
ilton, and regional secretary for the Northwest Association of College Unions.
He knows what makes SG A tick.
Dennis Hamilton recently said it took him
a good six months to learn to use his office
effectively; Austin.. Cooper can assume leadership immediately.
Opponent Tom Morris has been a legls·
lator, dorm social vice president and member
of numerous committees. While blessed with
good intentions, those who have worked .with
Morris on higher levels of student government express dismay over his inability to
finish what he starts.
One key student
leader expressed it this way: "Tom starts
out with lots of steam, but it never seems
to last long enough."
vote for Austin · Cooper. He has the ex·
perience and energy to lead students well.

Central needs Mike Fuller and Kathy Nobel
for executive vice president and social vice
president respectively.
Fuller, a transfer student from Tacoma
Junior College, comes here studded with
victories. While at Tacoma, he was chairman
of a school-wide committee eharged with establiiihlng a student go·vernment association
for the new college. Not only did he do this
successfully, be was also elected president
of the newly formed body
Although Bob Ramstead, a sophomore, has
been here three more quarters than our choice
he has no direct experience with the in·
tricacies of student government. His experi·
ence lies in dorm affairs and service organizations.
Fuller can piek up the reins of pawer more
rapidly.
We endorse Kathy Nobel. She has served
diligently as dorm social vice president,
and legislator. Miss Nobel haslaboredclosely w-ith Tim Wing in planning events, and
through the experience gained a working knowledge of talent selection and booking.
Although opponent Patty Mitchell's accomplishments are more elaborate, one factor
negates them.
. People tell us
she gets things done ••. one way or another.
Dictatorial management may work within the
confines of a dorm clique; it doesn't 1il the
SGA office.
·
we think she lacks the tact and diplomacy
demanded by the social vice presidency.
This key executive i;nust be a listener ·as
well as a doer. Miss Mitchell has small ears.
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United·Nations
In Miniature
Set For Tucson

We Endorse Cooper,

Fuller and Nobel

.

Five Central students have
been chosen to travel to Tucson,
Arizona, for the annual Far
Western Model Unlte<J Nations
Conference at the end of April.
over two years'workhasgone
into the trip sponsored by Cen.
tral's Model United Nations
Club (M.U.NJ.
Those tr.ivelllng to Tucson are
Ronald Sandhop, Thomas Lien.
ham, Louise Aquino, and Terry
Hiller. Also making the trip
will be Dr. Paul LeRoy, club
advisor.
The Tucson conference is a
meeting of all western colleges
and is concerned with discus.
sions, panels, speeches, and an
enactment of the United Nations,
complete with general assem.
bly.
M.u .N. is , also in charge of
sponsoring the au.state high
school United Nations with dele.
gates from the different high
schools around"the state partlci.

Pro Policy

Hill are a waste of time? Stu.
dents have been having food
meetings for years and nothing
To the Editor:
has happened more than an .
We, the Off Campus Delega.
occasional "feasibility study."
tion Chairmen, believe 1n the
Why should Ayers or HW do
principle of editorial endorse·
anything; what do they have to
ment of executive candidates.
lose or gain? As long as stu.
It is still the students preroga·
dents are forced to live in dorms
tive to evaluate editorial enthe first two years and pay for
dorsement, however we firmly
·food ea ten or not, most any
believe that the editorial staff
negotiation or protest will be
not only has the right but also
greeted with the familla.r "don't
the obligation to objectively
like it, don't eat it" or "move
evaluate candidates and present
To theEditor:
off • campus when you 're
their opinions to the student
eligible." Maybe this is why so
body which they represent.
A week-long strike would gain many students that reach 91
Don Mahardy
much more recognition for the
credits or 21 years move off.
Tim Wing
food protestors than only one · campus so hurriedly.
Randy Schroers
day.
Dennis Russell
It seems many of the protes.
Chairmen of the Off
tors have taken issue with only
Campus Delegation
the symptoms of the problem.
For instance, how niany people
To the Editor:
woul.d be upset with a long
line if there were decent food
I would like to address my
at the end of it?
remarks
to John Johns.on, author
About the quality, Mr. Ayers ·
To The Editor,
of the "Mouse Brea.Ii" column
said
in
last
week's
c
·
R
IER,
"We
We, the Executive Vice Presi·
that appears in the Crier. I
dential candidates, wish to reg. ask them to give us favorite
also-am
from Yakima, and am
ister our objections to the Cam· recipes or help design menus,
more familiar with the ''Dirty
_pus Crier's taking an editorial but they don't want to take the
Bird of South 16th" than Iwould
time." Recipes don't do any
Position concerning the cancli~
like
to be. At one time when
dates for SGA offices in the · good if the food · used tQ pre.
I was in a position to do so I
pare it is poor and,or it ls
upcoming elections.
attacked this organ as often as
We contend that a student own· prepared earelessly~
possible. I agree wholeheartedA CRIER editorial last week
ed news media, ih this case the ·
ly
with Johnson 1n that the "Yak• .
campus Crier, should not be said, "On food quality, we sug.
1ma Eagle" is a disgrace to
gest
all
protestors
eat
at
Wes.
opinionated on such an impart.
the newspaper industry and the
ant event as the upcoming SGA. tern or Eastern for one week.
journalistic
profession. It ls a
We're well off." So what if
elections.
blemish
on
.
the
city of Yakima,
Mike Fuller and Bob Ranistead Central is .better than Western
and Ellensburg residents should
or Eastern; Centre.l's food ls
be thankful they do not have such
still lousyl The protestors are
~n organ.
not protesting degrees of loust.
However, I must object to theTo the Editor:
ness, but lousiness.
We, the SGA presidential can·
What about the cost; would , statement that Yakima "is pollt.
ically controlled by a group of
didates, would like to record students object to paying more
wide.eyed Republican radicals
our objection to the Campus if the food was of better qual.
who worship thebodyofoneJohn
Crier's taking an editorial posi· ity and prepared more care.
Birch." While I recogntie the
tion on the candidates for SGA fully?
smear placed on Yakima by the
offices in the coming elections.
Baid the CRIER, "Dorm rep.
"Eagle," I doubt If they actual.
We feel trult: an editorial posl· resentatives attend only about
ly have a · great deal of poli.
tion would not be. approprblte 50 per cent of the meetings
tlcal influence in the city. John.
becau&e eac.h voter should make (food.)1 according to Hill.''
son will remember a shorttime
up his own mind on the candi· Could ·it be that meetings with
dates ~d the issues, and should
make up his own mind on the
candidates and the issues, and
should pay more attention to the
statements and platforms of the
various candid~es.
~
Tom Morris
Austin Cooper
Candidates for SGA
· President.

Food Fias.co.

'Dirty Bird'

Con

Policy

Ditto

CAM~US
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BY JOHN
JOHNSON

PHIL HANN(

Conscience Questions Morality
We seem to be living ina time
when the lives of many persons
may . best be described as a
"continuing crisis of con.
science." The issue revolves
around the possibility that the
conscience of an honest and
sear_ching man, as opposed to a
deceitful and superficial one,
requires him to iakeactions that
appear to violate morality and
the 'law. Tha. t this is not a
new dilemma is apparent to any.
one with a limited acquainiance
with the writings of Kierkegaard
or Dostoevsky, or with the dU·
emmas posed by Nazism and the
subsequent Nuremburg trials.
While there are obviously many
who woUld violate Jaw and moral..
tty for their own personal benefit
and comfort, I trust that my
readers will grasp that I am
not referring to them, for they
do not have a "crisis cit conscience," and the atteridantper.
sonal agony involved.
Vietnam ls the issue that
seems to be forcing the
"crisis." To many, law and
morality are ranged on the side
of personal participation and
public support of this war, and
one dare not go against an issue
that has the support of law and
morality. But, the issue ls much
deeper then this fot many
· serious, genuinely human, and
patriotic persons. Is the Jaw,
in fact, in support here? There
can be some doubt when such
public servants as Gallbralth,
Fulbright, Morse, Raskin, and
Kennan, openly question the .
legal involvements. Many of
these men are reminding us that
not only has a declaration of war
not bee~ requested, but a state

of national ·emergency has not
even been declared! Given this
state of affairs (or Jack of it),
it is perhaps to be required of
the supporters of the war that
they prove the validity of their
position, rather than vice versa,
for perhaps they are the ones
operating outside of the Jaw.
This ls the point that Coffin,
Spock and others are prepared
to have clarified by bringing the
issue before the tribunals of this
land.
Then there ls the dilemma that
legality and morality are not
always the same, either. What
does a serious-minded person
do, w~, seeing the occasional .
discrepancy, knows that the
American
Experiment has
something to do with obllga..
tion to conscience? Surely, 1f
· he trle s to carefully and publicly
make clear the reasons that lead
him to opt for conscience, and
if he publicly ls prepared to
be subject to legal punishments
involved, than he ought not to be
subject to other penalities and
harrassment, but should be wel.
comed for the integrity of his
life. Furthermore, those who
must take a siand of conscience
. that appears to affront conven.
tionallty wlllflnda large number
of persons who will publicly
support his integrity, willing
to share in his. vulnerablllty,
and hoping to learn from them.
But, let no man be misiaken
· when choosing to take public
responsiblllty for his -Iife; he
will be misunderstood, for, at
bottom, it ls an open question
as to whether we humans want
responslblllty or the security of
conventionality.

A Mouse Breath Record
I

The other day I was looking through a
collection of record albums and began to
notice the titles _of some of the tunes. Cer·
tain words seemed to keep creeping into almost
all of the recrods. For instance, the word
"baby" is used almost constantly in song
titles. Other words that frequently occur
are "love", "kiss", and "heart."
As I continued to peruse the albums the
thought struck me that the songs could be
drastically changed by simply changing that
one recurring word. For example, if instead
of using the word "heart'' you use the word
"navel." Then you would come up with these.
songs:
"You'll Never Get to Heaven If You Break
My Navel"
"Navel of Stone"
"All of a Budden, My Navel Sings"
Instead of using the word "love", try
advancing it to "sex.''
"All You Need Is Sex"
"The Look of Sex"
''Somebody to sex''
"Wear your Sex Like Heaven''
The variations on this game are almost
endless, but if by chance you grow tired I
have another suggestion.
This game ls ag3.in played with songs and
cansists of matching the song with an ap.
proprtate artist. A few examples:
"Daydream Believer" by Timothy . Leary
''You Better Sit Down Kids" by Bobby
KelDledy
"Love Me Two Times" by Kate Smith
"Windy" by Cassius Clay
"In 'Another Land'' by Lyndon Johnson
''Born Free" by George Wallace
"Somethln' Stupid" by Eartha Kit
"Ftxin' A Hole" by Hugh Hefner

PASS FAIL:

A

- February 6 ts an important date that most
people don't know about. It ls recognized
as Guy Diddle Day and is celebrated by
people all over the world. n is only in
the United States that Guy Diddle Day goes
virtually tmcelebrated. I intend to rectify
the situation by helping Central become active
parUcipants in the gala event.
·
Before I give you the details, let me tell
you of the history of. Guy Diddle and hOw
the day came about. Guy Diddle lived in
England during the 18th century and was one
of the ugliest, but physically aggressive
men who ever lived. England in the 18th
century was so morally straight that men
such as Guy Diddle had little chance of
ever fondling one of. the young sweet tbings
that lived in the towns.
One day, and after a long session in the
pubs, Guy Diddle decided to do something
about the situation and promptly declared
February 6 as Guy Diddle Day. He went
through the towns and told the people about
the day and how to celebrate. On the sixth
all women were to walk through the center
of town and when approached by a
that knew the Guy Diddle Day slogan, they:
were to fondle him madly.
Guy Diddle told .a ll the men· the official
slogan and Guy Diddle Day was a smashing
success. The poJ>Ulation of England almost
doubled in the next four year period.
But, Guy Diddle Day has never been fully
appreciated here in the U. E. Therefore,
in order to allow the men al Central to
fully enjoy this holiday, if you will semi
a stamped, se1f·addressed envelope to the
Crier office, I will send you the official Guy
Diddle Day slogan. This will allow you to
take part in the fun on February 6.

man.,:_.

Coin' VIEW·
-L
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By Ray Smith
Associate Professor of History
back when a certain "Eagleite''
ran for public office and was
resoundingly 4efeated. It ls
quite obvious that political con.
trol is lacking here. I feel
Johnson has been a bit rash in
condemning a city of 30,000
for the acts of a very small
minority.
I further doubt that Yakima
is living in the Dark Age~
True, we do not seem to have
the problem with drugs that
Central seems to have, and re.
grettably the skirts there are
still a mere two inches above
the knee, but ·I doubt we can
ascribe that to the "Eagle."
By the way, Mr. Johnson, where
ts
Ellensburg's population
boom? Ever been here summer
quarter?
I really dOubt the "Eagle"
bas a great deal of ·lnfluenee,
no one with an inteWgent mind
could take it seriously. I have
found an excellenf use for lt,
and my parakeet doesn't seem
to m1Dd 1n the least.
Jell Wahlquist

To the editor:
I thought that John Johnson's
article attacking Goldwater in
"Mouse Breath" told more
about the shallow thinking of the
columnist thanitdldaboutBarry
Goldwater. He sees it as quite
illlberal of "The Eagle" to
object to Rockwell and Carmi.
chael speaking; yet he saw
nothing iWberal about objecting
to Goldwater speaking.
Liberals condemn "guilt by
association" and rightly so; but
the "Mouse Breath" columnist
sees nothing wrong with atiacklng Goldwater for .being a "folk
hero" of the Right.
The idea -that Goldwater would
"bring the '~dlans of our
children' into town toattactus"
ts as paranotc as any right.
Wing conspiracy theory which
liberals . often deplore. The
"Mouse Breath" columnist
shows no higher a mentallty than
the Birehers he condemns.

ot.r-eampus, ·

George Lonborg

Yakima

Munro Hall

informed the Registrar {Pei'li8.ps
I'm sure you all remember
· Certainly one can be against
swearing on a stack of closed
the pa.ss.fail regulation. Among the numerous sandwich boards
class cards) that he bad duly
other things it strikes at the and protest signs: "Save Dr.
performed all requirements for
very heart of the massive re. Pettit from the criticism of
search done of late by the psy. his peers." "We'd really strive · the courses except attending
class, taking examinations, and
chology department which sug. with forty.five." "End faculty
gested that what Central students control over grading.'' I wav other busy work connected only •
were craving tor was a more never quite sure about that last with gracllng and not with the
refined grading system which one, especially after the bearer. aesthetic enjoyment of pure
pedagogical experience?
would "inform the student with of the sign stopped me at regts.
a greater degree of precision tratlon in the pavll1on shorty
students are mature (as
just how he did in any partlcu.. thereafter and asked bow much . we are told overandoveragaln);
time I gave to anarchism in
lar course."
my sections in Western Clvlll.. they would not abuse this prlvt.
I believe that a compromise
lege by presenting courses which·
was struck between the four. · zatlon.
they bad not "enjoyed" 1n some
the
students
Yes,
obviously,
point grading system and an m.
fashion at some time. And note
finitesimal notation system by wanted more grades last year, how the pressure would dlsap.
and
this
year
the
Faculty
Se•
the suggestion of a forty.five
pear under such a system. Not
point scale. You recall the fac.. ate has rewarded their intere• only could the student take
by
reducing
grades
in
at
least
ulty bounced that one and were
courses in which he might not
daily castigated as reactionary fifteen hours of _their work. Why
have done well under a letter
can't
we,
however,
have
a
comand other things (which they
grading system but he couit
·
promise here? The parpose '4
may well be}.
take courses which he might wel:i
the
pass-fall,
as
I
understand
The point is, however, tb8.t
have flunked even UDcler a pass.
last year there was a hue and tt, ls to allow the student. to fail system.
take
courses
in
which
he
would
cry among the students for more
normally worry about the grade
grades. ''We want to know pre.
. In any case the time bas come
clsely where we stand." ''We or the instructor's hatred for to change the SJstem. It'sbec
a week or so since the . Sen.
want to get exactly what we de. him.
Why don't we allow each stu. ate voted .and studem dlscontet
serve." If I actually earned a.
D-, 'that's the grade I'd want dent to present · a list of tu. is bubbllDg up all overtheplace.
to get and I would feel dis. teen hours of courses to the Before we bave riots, let's re.
honest getting a full grade point Registrar which would then be . ccnsider all the cradinl-sylltenw
·1nst-1 oi Just · •1 P'ade point added to his transcript with a. We've ~ered OYV tbe past
pass grade after the student bad five years. After all, wllo canal
in such a situation.''

our-

_H amilton Hopeful as

SGA Questionnaire Meets with
limited but Sincere Response

STOP IN AND SEE US
tJRnirkerbnr her·
!l~en'5 ~lyop

at the "PLAZA"
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Toughest Thing On;·
Two Legs!
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Co I ors:
·~,·,i~, ;J
Light Blue, Dark ~tr . .
Blue, Brown,· Green; ,

If

Wheat

(iii RIDers ·
the brand worklD& cowboys wear

Mills Saddle N Tog '.

~ Complete Western .Outfitters .
4th & Main-962-2312

"Though we only had 34
replies, I think the first SGA
Questionnaire published in the
Crier was quite successful,"
Dennis Hamilton, student body
president, said.
"All of the replies were sin.
cere,"
Hamilton reported,
"there were no smart al~k
answers, everybody who re.
sponded had some good clear
comments.''
Th~
questionnaire was an
"attempt to obtain some idea
of student opinion on matters
that are important to them,"
according to Hamilton. It was
printed in the January 20 addi·
tion of the Crier.
The first question askedabout
the
fractionallzed
grading
system, and if it should be
continuedo Eight people said
they favored the system, 26
said they didn't like it.
"Most of them didn't like it
because they realized that you
could get 'C's and C- 's and
flunk out of school," Hamilton
explained. He noted that such
a grade combination would re.
suit in an average below the
necessary 2o00 grade point, and
thus, suspension from school
even though the student was
passing all of his courses.
The second question asked if
students · received notice of
changes in college policy, and
called for any s\iggestlons · to
improve such communication.
"Twenty.five students didn't
think there is adequate notice,"
Hamilton said. ''Some suggested
that.the college send outofficial
letters
about
any policy
changes."

The third question asked if
students favored a pass • fall
grade system.
"Students were overwhelming·
ly for U," Hamilton said, "only
three people were not in favor,
and they said it was only be.
cause such a system would come
too late to do them any good.''
The fourth question inquired if

DENNY HAMILTON

" •.replies sincere ••" .

students felt SGA was doing an
adequate job of fulfilling the
students' needs.
"Twenty.one felt that we were
doing a good, or at least adequate job," Hamilton said.
''However, thirteen said we
were not, . and that we were
mer~ly pawns of the adminis.
tration, and werelargelypower.
less. I feel that SGA needs to
improve their communication to
dispel such faulty notions as
thiso"
"My only complaint is thatwe
did not have more question..
na.ires returned. However, I
think I benefitted from some
of the comments and that SGA ·
should continue to have such
questionnaires," Hamilton said •
He said that he would recom.
mend that SGA have two or
three questionnaires per quar.
ter as a means of finding out
what students are interested in.
"I think more students would
respond after they became fam.
iliar with the questionnaire,"
Hamilton concluded.

College Play Begins Thursday
"Beyond the Horizon" will
be the winter ®arter all col·

lege play. Written by Eugene
O'Neill the discussion drama
will be performed in McCon·
nell Auditorium Feb. 8, 9 and
10, and ,again Feb. 15, 16 and
17.
Performances will begin all
nights at 8:15 p.m.
The leading male roles will
be played by Terry Parker,

Richard Crawford and DeAnne
Buelow. .
The play, the setting of which
is today in America, questions
what happens to a man when he
gives up his life time dream.
Directed by Milo Smith., associate professor of drama, the
cast also includes Carol Schnebly, Sue Clow, Randy Bach, Mark ;
Pfouts, Brian Torriey, Dee Tor- ·
rey and Jack Miller.

DANCE

STOP IN AND SEE OUR
FINE SELECTION OF

TONIGHT

FORMALS
for the

MERRILEE and the TURNABOUTS

MILITARY BALL

9-12

MARGARETS

ELLENSBURG ARMORY

IN THE PLAZA - 925-9737

SERVICE

Convenien~tly Located ,
\In The Center of the SUB·
-

SUBperb Now Offers
ALTERATIONS
-:.nd SEWING

AVAILABLE

SUB PE RB
i

I'

LAUNDRY
and DRY

CLE~NERS

•

Administration Annex
Construction of a new admini~tration building annex will
begin as soon as possible. The new building will be built
behind and adjacent to the present administration building,
Barge Hall.

College Officials View .
Plans for New Building

EVERYTHING
For Your Sewing
Needs

THE FABRIC

Plans for an administration ect, a necessary step in funding
the program.
annex, SUB expansion, a new
Plans for a new language and
language and lltera ture building,
literature building were pre.
and changes in Holmes Dining
sented by Robert Chervanek,
. Hall were approved by the colSea.We architect. The board
lege board of trustees last week.
approved and asked the architect
The board gave final approval
to prepare working drawings.
to construction bids for the ad.
The new building will house
ministration building annexthe English, foreign language
REW Inc. Yakima, a general
and philosophy departments. It
contractor; Wilson Electric,
will be loea ted in the urban re.
Yakima, a electrical contractor;
and Grant County Mechanical
newal area west of Walnut
>treet. Chervanek indicated the
Contractors, Moses Lake, a
mechanical contractor.
rutlding could be ready by Sep.
tember, 1969.
Construction of the adminis.
tration building annex will begin
The board also approved a
remodeling job for Holmes
as soon as Possible. It will
Dining Hall which will convert
be located behind Barge Hall.
the
conventional
cafeteria.
Plans for SUB expansion were
service 'to the "scramble" style
approved by the board who also
1uthorized architects, Walker . system sim11ar to what is now
used in Commons Dining Hall.
and McGough of Seattle, to re.
vise the working drawings.
The board acted after hearing
"It is possible that we can
the report of food services con.
start construction in May with
sultant James Lambert, Sea.We,
Jo
completion target of fall,
who had conducted a feasibillty
1969," Robert Nixon, a rep.
study of the dining hall this fall.
resentative of the architects,
Seattle architect GayneJones,
said.
original designer of the dining
In addition to approving the
hall, will -design the change.
architects plans, the board
over, assisted by consultant
appointed Blythe and Co., Seat.
Lambert. The project should be
le, as financial counsel for
ready for fall, 1968, according
the project. They will prepare
to Wendell Hill, auxillary serv.
m official statement of theproj.
ices director.
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IZZA

LOCATED IN
THE PLAZA

ACROSS FROM THE COLLEGE ·

.~ Where Class
Costs You
No More
FREE DELIVERY

925•366!~

RIP OUT AND SAVE

CWSCCOUPON
GOOD FOR

LARGE COKE .
.WITH ANY PIZZA
Effective Feb. 2-9, 1968
Cash Value 1 /30 of a cent

>llRVING YOU~ •.

CWSC ·STUDENTS.
anc1 FACULTY,

.....,.......

• IAR·l-Q BEEF SANDWICHES
• CHICKEN TO GO
• FISH & CHIPS .

-Call Ahead For Orclen To Go-

WEBSTER'S·lf/.9'i~
"~crou From CWSC Campus••• On Ith·~

Icy Action

The Roffler
Seu lptur-Kut
Technique
Appointments ·
925-5141
.

.

...

.

l

. Have You Tried Our "Contour Cut"
Stop By For Additional Information ·

Licari's Ba~ber $1,1~p
· In The thon Hotel

Snow fluries and dropping temperatures left a sheet of ice on the waters of the "Ganges" •
. While most students preferred to remain cuddled indoors around a nice warm fire, Dena
Murren of Barto and George Dawton off.campus took advantage of the winter weather to
practice their ice skating. They are seen here preforming a figure eight.

Versatile Shafto Teach es Drama
actor by watching Douglas Fairbanks movies. He attended the
Athenaeum School of Actors in
Glasglow, Scotland; before ven.
turing 'into the acting field. He
began in repertory acting and,
at the same time, attended a
school of journalism in London,
Shafto has worked for a number
of newspapers including "The
1•
La~ Vegas sun," "The van.
couver Daily Providence," and
the Northcliffe newpaper chain in
England. He has acted on television in ruch shows as "I Love
Lucy,'' andthe "Twilight Zone."'
Sta~es.
He left entertainment workfor
As
a
youngster, Shafto
was first inspired to become an . a short time during World War
II, enlisting in the Army. When
he was discharged he travel.
led to India and worked as a
broadcaster 1 discouraging the
Japanese in their war effort.
Shafto has written and directed
12 feature moviesfor Paramount
Pictures, written 28 movies and
one play, a one act opera, and
a book. Among his other accom.
plishments, Shafto worked as a
talent scout for Paramount Pie.
tures and a writer' for the Walt
Disney Studios.
Before coming to Central, Sbaf•
to worked as a broadcaster in
London - for the Mutual Newf>
Broadcasting System.
Shafto will be working at Cen.

With forty years past es.
perience in the entertainment
world, Robert Shafto, lecturer
in drama, is beginning another
aspect of bis career teachingdrama ·at central during the ab·
sence of Dr. Richard Leina•
weaver, associate professor of
drama.
In his long career in show busi..
ness, Shafto has worked as a
writer,
producer, director,
actor, and broadcaster, while
working in England, Ireland,
Canada, India and the United

tral for one year only. He likes
teaching but feels that it is not
much different than directing
when you are teaching students

ROBERT SHAFTO

that have an interest ir the sub.
ject.
When he leaves Central, Shafto
will go back and resume worl~
as an actor-writer c divideing his
time between his London and Hot.
lywood homes.

Faculty Receive Tenure

THE WRAN.GLER
. DINNER SPECIALS
~

p.m. to 9 .p.m.

TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
With Potato, Roll, Butter, Coffee

.~

LB.• GROUND ROUND STEAK
~otato, -Ro~I, Butter,

s131

89'

HAMBURGER, SHAKE & FRIES

Childrens Portions Y2 PRICE
Dlnn~r

Speclals Monday & Tuesday 5 p.m. To 9 p.m.

'THE WRANGLER
.I .. THE PLAZA

The CWSC Board of Trustees
approved 17 members of the cen.
tral f acuity for tenure as recom.
mended by Pres. James E .
Brooks and Dean of Faculty
Charles Mccann. Dean .Mccann
presented the list of faculty
which includes Luther Baker,
family life; Stephen Bayless, art;
Glen Clark, biology; Dale Com.
stock, math; John DeMerchant,
music; Jon Ericson, speech and

· '"'

-

'

"•
I

.

l.

.

drama; George Fadenrecht, Ii.
brarian; Helmi Habib, chemis.
try; Richard Hasbrouck, chem.
istry; Charles Hawkins, socioL.
ogy; Erlice Killorn, physical
. education; Zoltan Kramar, his.
tory; James Levell, psycholOgy;
Dean Nicholson, physical educa.
tion; Patrick · O'Shaughnessy,
business administration;. John
Pear son, physical education; and
Shirley Waugh, librarianship.

WHY WALK

With Your Dry
Cleaning And Pressing?

ED'S CLEANERS
925• 1688

Call.
-FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY AT
ALL DORMS

MONEY SAVER PHARM
·Quality Prescription
Service For You
HAVEYOUR
DOCTOR CALI

925-3133
.

l~!iiE~ PERTUSSIN

TRI AMI NICOL
Cough Syrup
Decongestant

Cough Discs
with Actin

6-oz:.
List '265
Reg.
$2.29

~:~

s199

Reg.

79

SINUTABS
For Headache.
30'S
and Discomfort .
due to Nasal
Congestion and
Colds.
,
List •2so

4

TITRALAC
60'5
.Pleasant Tasting Antiacid

s1 49 .

RADIANT CONTROL
Automatically adiusts itself for
same shade of toast whether
thick or thin, white or rye,
·fresh or frozen.

List
$22.45 ·

$

. 411
1

SPRAY PERFUMES

s539

.Chanel No. 5
J· Arpege
. My Sin

TIGRESS
. by FABERGE
. .

i\ ,

;

Spray $2.69 An E~cltlngly
Lar. . Spray $4.05 ·Different
Cologne $2.69 ·
Fragrence
· Powder $2.69 ·
1

list $12.50

SWEDISH
FACIAL MIST
..

.

"Does Wonderful' . ,.
Things for your
\'.::. . :
Complexion''

H~l-KARATE

After Shave
.

··j
List $9.95

~~; 4-oz.

97•

JADE EAST

For Men

;.-oz. Aft•~· Shave $2.25
6-oz. After Shave $3.15
4-oz:. Cologne .. $2.69
6-oz. Cologne .. $4.05

Men's
Deluxe
Travel Kits

SUNBEAM
AUTOMATIC
TOASTER

Sm~il

Model&~

s7aa

s15••

· List $22. 95

ELECTRIC ALARM

Guaranteed
5 Years

Model EK 200-2

No. EK 200-2

· W~STCLOX

PORTABLE MIXER

Our Every
Day Price

60 Tablets
List '1 50
Reg •. s)"

Reg. $1.99

SUNBEAM
Deluxe
Slicing Knife

:.5·9-

I

HAMILTON BEACH
.MIXETIE

VALENTINE
HEART
CHOCOLATES

Reg. $2.98
to $4.95

5 99 TO 5 49
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A fa millar face in the Cavern is ·freshman Ty Hughes. He performs with the Steven Micha.els Trio.

Hootenannies are held weekly in the Cavern, giving Central
students a chance to participate and show their talents.
This young central coed melodically soothed many Cen.
tral men in the cavern.

Rythmnic Vibrations
Make_Cavern Swing

Reading, listening, talking, watching, smoking and drinking coffee, tea, cola or anything
else handy, students have made the Cavern a big success. Entertain includes hootenannies,
poetry reading, and forums. The Cavern is open from 7 :30 a.m. until 1i p.m. during the
week.

.EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT SHOULD
LEARN HOW DELICIOUS POTATOES CAN BE .
AS TATER CHICKS

UCLUSIVE AT

visor, takes time out to wander
By Marlene Bloomquist
down the stairs, look around, lisActivities Editor
The overhead pipes throw ten for a moment and smile.
weird shadows over the dimly
With Doug Cairnes playing the
lit Cavern.
sax,
Jim Delong playing the
The vibrations of a sax, drums
and organ fill the table-cultered, drums, Steve Johnson playing the
people-filled room and go be- organ and Ty Hughes singing,
yond, up the stairs . and echo the Steven Michaels Trio plays
such favorites as "Georgie
throughout the building.
Against the wall sit a couple. Girl" and "You Only Live
She is in stretch pants; he in Twice".
a sports shirt. Their hands are
As one table cluttered with
clasped, listening intensely to coffee cups, pop cups, and ash
the saga of "Alfie". .
trays, empties of people, others
In the darkened back corner
quickly come to fill the vatwo couples sit, content to look cancies.
and listen to the Steven Michaels
Music fills the ears and viTrio.
brates the · innermost being of
Five guys sit at the table by the tho8e listening.
bottom of the kitchen stairs en·
One couple dances. Here and
. trance, smoking cigarettes and there bodies sway to the rythmdrinking coffee. They watch the nic tunes •
girls at the next table, and ab·
The clock ticks by and soon the .
sorb the music.
magic hour of midnight strikes.
Couples and groups pay their The ~usic stops and the crowd
quarters and wander in for an begins to diminish. Another night
evening's entertainment.
of jazz in the Cavern is con.
Even E_s ta Young, ~ags ~uper. .eluded.

925-1111
lest Plaza i
In Town_;

PIZZA MIA

acrou from Jerrols

The Most Wanted

HAPPY

HouR

Monday-Frida_y-5:30-6:30
Saturday-3:~-5:00

at

THE-- TAV

March 9 March 9 March 9 March 9 March 9 March 9 March 9 March 9 March 9

·YALENTINES
Come From

J &J JEWELERS
IN THE PLAZA ·

' ' Believe me, money in the bank makes sense.
Especially for painting trips to the South Seas. ' '

@

With an NBofC Special Checking Account, you always
have money when you need it-without carrying a lot
of excess cash around with you. No minimum balance .
No regular monthly service charges. Just a dime a check
when you write 5 checks a month. Best way to keep track
of your expenses on a spur-of -the moment sketching trip, too.

Preparing food for 1500 students is probably not the easiest job on catnpis. The cooks
shown here work diligently to get ready for the influx of students. Recent protests have
bought attention to Holmes Dining Hall and Ray Ayers, director. These cooks have no
need to worry about a strike because they are preparing dinner for steak night.

Di ni ng Ha 11 Chief
Airs Food Facts
"We've found that we're able
to cut down on desserts, potatoes and gravies this time of
the year. The girls are begin.
ning to realize that spring is
drawing near and they all want
to get into shape for their weim.
suits," Ray Ayers, head of Cen.
tral's food services, com.
m~nted.

RAY AYERS
This is just. one Of the many
small problems that goes into
feeding over half of Central's
students.
Planning the meals is done
by Ayers, · who usually makes
menus in a five-week cycle.
While doing this, he takes into
consideration the variety and
popularity of foods.
Bids for the food take place
three weeks in advance; orders
are made two weeks in advance;
and the food is delivered four
times a week, and more often
when necessary.
Ayers also makes spot checks
several times a week to see what
see what is being eaten and what
isn't; he then makes adjustments
to the menus accordingly.
Preparation for meals beginf;
at 5 a.m. every morning, and
ends at 7 p. m. A sepal-ate crew
of cooks are used to prepare
dinner, with preparations begin.
ning at 10 :45 a.m.
In Holmes and Commons Din.
ing Halls combined there are
310 student workersand61 cooks
and custodians.
At one meal, there is an average of 5 plates, 2 glasses,
and 3 pieces of. silverware used
per person.
··.··.At one dinner, there is an aver..

age of . 550 pounds of beef con.
sumed, plus 600 pounds of pota.
toes. In one week, there are
about 23,600 glasses of mm
drunk by students.
At one meal, there is an ave
of 5 plates, 2 glasses, and 3 piec
of silverware used per person.
Equipment in Holmes alone
consists ot 36 feet at grilL .
15 regular and 2 rotary ovens,
4 large deep.fat friers, 5 stock
pots used in soup preparation,
a bakery section, and a salad
section. All desserts and salads
are prepared at Holmes and
transported to Commons.
In additlon to serving Central's
students, the dining halls also
cater to dorm dinners, faculty
aid student groups, and pre.
game meals prior to 5P<>rts
events
"Students don't realize the
time and preparation taken In
planning and providing meals for
them," Ayers said.

NOC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION • DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO S15.000

We must make -room for the SPRING and SUMMER SAMPLES that
have iust arrived. ·To do this we are SLASHING PRICES on our Fall and Holiday samples of SWEATERS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, and COATS from -50 to 70%
of the regular retail selling price.
·

EXAMPLE- of the MONEY YOU CAN SA VE
Regular Retail Price
I

SLASHED PRICE

Our Sample Price

•20

•13

•1 s

: ~9

We have a Umited sup.p ly s-o-shop early and SAVE

THE

WISHING.WELL
-

~i\itof"

--- --

Ba 11

~ho<i"k· · serving

• @ FaJ~ite l

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinne.r
. T~yOur

,Honey Dipped.
-

CALL -HOME. "'fOU WILL
MAKE HER DAY BRIGHTER

Chicken

Now, lower rates are now 1n
effect. There is no better
or more economical way to
keep in touch. Call station..
to-station and save.

~~1---'
- ---- -,- ~l

ELLENSBURG ·~:

TELEPHONE CO.:

CALL
, 925~5644
.CORNER OF ·ath & M IN'.

MOlJRS:
.WEEKDAYS 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
.
FRI., SAT., SUN. 6 a.m. ~ 10 p.m. ~

.,
I .I-

Badminton
Set For District

Now Open~" ALP. I NE
.

.

8 EAU TY. SCH·.OOL
. UD.def
-~~-9·~~~--~~~~~
II · · COUPON .
. a:I
. 1 .· w-orth $1 50 Value o
·n.: ·

.

Exc.efle_ot SuPf!rvisioo

Bleach and Toner
Or Frostings

t

.;

GPUPQN VALut1120 oF ~(CENT 1 1
Advanced & rntermediate-..

--------------·student Beauticians:. ·
Take.Adva.ntage Of .

.

.. . Our College Prices . . .

..• :· : ...'. No Appoint~ent Necessary, .·

ll3 ,East·4th -Ave., .·• '. · • . .· Ph; 925·~32~.

Central's women badmitten
team will travel to Bellingham
tonight to compete in the Northwest District badmitten tourna.- .
ment.
Miss Boyungs, coach for the
wildld.ttens, estimates about 10
to 15 teams will be present and
feels "we have a very good
chance to place well."
Nellie Field will be first
singles competitor .for Central.
Lou Greenley will be secom
. singles and first and secooo
doubles will be Marie Floyd and
sue Hill, and Billy Joe Bradley
and Bev Risner.
In other competition this year
Centra.1' s women have defeated
Big Bend community college
twice, the first time victorious
in .seven out .of seven matches. ·
The second inatch, held last
Saturday, Central won ten out
of eleven of the matches.
Recently also, the Wildkittens
won seven of eleven ·matches
in competition against the u. w.
~d Seattle Pacific.
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•WHATEVER'S
:,QN MY MIND
By Warren Starr

Sports Editor
Coming back into the dorm
rather late the other night,
I passed the room Of fel·
low dorm member and heard
some rather loud grunting
noises coming from within.
Being a basically nosey person (as all journalists must
be) I opened the door and saw
Gary, a fellow man of Beck,
standing on his bead in bed.
Although his head was under
tbe cover~ his identity was
easily distinguishable by his
big toe which protruded out of
a small bole In tbe top blan·
· ket. Gary's the only man I
know who has "I love Vicki"
tatooed in red and blue ink
on his big toe.
watching Gary balancing
·himself there caused an
image of Central's gymnas·
tic team to suddenly come into
focus on my mind.
This may seem like an odd
anology at first, but it isn't,
(really.)
'- Gary was going to a lot
of trouble to stand on his bead
in bed, and was doing ·a re.
markably good job too, but
until now be' s never been
given much recognition for
his efforts because standing
on your bead in bed hasn't
gotten to be an extremely
popular thing on campuses
yet.
Similarly, our gymnastics
team is putting out a strong
effort for their first year but
haven't been drawing tbe
large crowds they deserve
because gymnastics is such
a new varsity sport.
Of course the fact that they
have yet to win a single meet
plays a small role in their
not receiving a lot of recog-

YARN SHOP
ANNOUNCES
NEW
EVERYTHING!
NEW NAME:
The Golden Needle

NEW LOCATION:

~SAVE

50 to ·75 % off List Price '-

G1fl BOOKS'&

PAPERBACKS

·C01E EARLY FOR BEST CHOICE

Corner Third
and Anderson

NEW ITEMS:
Fabrics Galorel Knits
and Double Knits-Patterns - Notion s - Yarn
and Supplies - Dressmakln9 - Alteration Wedding Ensemble Our
Speclalty - Butterlck
Patterns-Vogue Deal-·
er

NEW PARTIER:
Janet Golladay

OPEN

7:30 . A.M.~8:00 P.M. ·Mondays Thru Fridays
10 A.M.-5 P.M. Saturdays .

OPENING SATURD~Y

••br!lary 3cl
Re...... ForGrancl
Opening Prlzesl

nition, but it shouldn't.
. (Speaking of winning, sports
tans, I bet you didn't know:
that Jack Coddington was a
triple winner during the last
Beck Hall dorm meeting, re~
ceiving the Antlers award,
brown helmet and the coveted
PPP award).
Getting back to gymnastics,
Central's loss record should·
n't be a factor in meet at.
tendence because one: their
record isn't indicative of
their real strength because
having to compete with veteran teams like the u.w. and
Eastern your first year is
like being matched against
Cassius Clay for your first
professional boxing bout.
Two: Individuality is extremely important to the players and to the si>ectators.
As co.captain Det Wegener
has said, "the gymnast competes against himself and with
a score he has made previously."
Because of this individual·
fty, seeing one team defeat
another is never as exciting
as seeing a particular indi~
vidual perform a feat with
genuinely superb skill.
And Central certainly has
some outstanding individuals.
Det Wegener and Steve Justi'ce doing free exercise routines, Al Agledal on the paral·
lel bars and high bars, Rick
Granstrom on the rings,
Karol Sowinski doing free
exercises and vaulting, Shawn
Corrigan on the parallel bars
and J obn Drinkwater and Mike
Hardin on the tramPollne are
all interesting people to
watch.
Did I say they were merely
interesting to watch? Interesting as an adjective to de·
scribe watching a great pert ormance on the trampoline is
about as realistic as the u.
of Alaska coach saying to his
team during the .last three
minutes of play a few week·
ends ago in Nicholson (the
score 97-46) "OK men, you .
know the old saying, the
game's never over til the
final whistle, so get out there
and fight, fight, fight!"
I'd like to go on telling .
you all about how thrilling
gymnastics is to watch, and
how great our team is but ,
Unfortunately I am only allowed two · thousand words for
this column and I am ·now
writing my one thousandth,
ntne hundred nintieth

Lombard· Wins
Sue Lombard, With a 8·1
record, has captured first place
in women's· volleyball . compett.
tion.
Second place ts a three way
tie with Hitchcock, Meisner and
Wilson each compiling 7• 3
records.
With the advent ~ wipter quar.
ter and the end ot . volleyball
competition, women from the
,various dorms now have the
opportunity to compete tn basket·
ball and swimming. Basketball
ts eve~ Tuesday from ...G p.m.
in Nicholson. 81'1miribi .ls oli
Ko~y's from 8-'7 ·p.m.

'Cats Chase_Second Title

Central's hoopsters begin the
second half of their Evergreen
Conference title. chase tonight
and tomorrow with a pair of
games against the celler dwell·
ing Eastern Savages in Cheney.
The Savages, since their anni·.
hilations by central 103·65 and
99.5 8,. have not won a conference
ball game. In conference action
Eastern has been taken twice
each by Whitworth and western.
Despite the hapless record of
the homestanding savagescoach
pean Nicholson's charges cannot take their task lightly. In
view of their difficulties in Bel·
lingham last weekend each con·
ference game is important to
· Central as they fight for the Ev·
Co crown and a possible fourth
straight trip to the NAIA na·
tional tournament.
Eastern has three men scor·
ing well for them ·in conference
play. The three, with whom Central will have to contend, are
Boxley, with a 13.2 conference
average and 15.8 overall; Sims,

12.3 and 10.7; and Polk, 11.3
in both, ·
. In ~llingham last weekend the
Wildcats had their hands full for
two nights of basketball. The
Western Vikings' slow methodi·
cal ball control style of play
gave the. 'Cats fits and made
close ball games of both con·
tests.
Friday night the Wildcats
fought t~ a 33·31 halftime lead
oniy to have the Viks outscore
them 40·28 in the second per.
iod to take the game 71-61.
The ten point defeat was the
worst of the season for ,central.
Saturday night the Wildcats
came back with revenge on their
minds. Employing a full court
press from the start Central
forced several western turn·
overs while taking a flimsy 23·
22 halftime lead. In the end
the 'Cats sank six straight foul
shots to pull away from the VllcS
and win 56-48.
Captain Dave Benedict led the
Wildcats in scoring with 17 each

night. Dave Allen was close be·
hind Benedict with 13 and 16•
Friday night the team set a Central record by sinking 15 of 16
foul shots for a 93.8 percentage.
Tuesday night the Wildcats
became the only team to beat
St. Martins on their . new hQme
.floor. The final was 99-87 in
favor of central.
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COLOR bJ Deluxe · PANAVISION"
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.KNOW ·
20th Century-Fox presents

Whenever you think about
men overcoming handicaps,
did you know that men with
only one arm have played big
league baseball, and big-time
football, t90J ••• Back in 1945,
outfielder Pete Gray, who had
only one arm, played in 77
American League games for
the St. Louis Browns••• And,
Guard E111s Jones, who had
only one arm, was a star on
the highly ranked TUisa f opt·
ball teams of tltc:}early 1940s,
and ill fact,o>layed -iri"~tlifee
bowl games, the Sugar Bowls
of 1943-44 and the Orange
Bowl of 19451
Ever wonder how many golf
courses there are now in ·the .
U.S.? •••Answer is approximately 10,000.•. And there
are now about 10-milllon
people who play golf.
What's the record for a big
league baseball team winning
the most games in a row? •••
The Giants set that mark in
1916 when -they won 26
straight. . .Oddly
enough,
they did not win the pennant that year.

AUDREY
HEPBURN
ALBERT
FINNEY
(STAR 01"" "'T0"'°4 JONESj
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Panavision
Color by Delux
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WED, & THURS.-FEBRUARY 7 & 8
ART No.' 's ACADEMY AWARD PROGRAM.
TWO EXCELLENT ADULT FEATURES
(AT 7:30 WED. & THURS.)
FOR All THE YOUNG LOVERS OF
THE WIDE WIDE WORLDl

"THE UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG"
(EXCELLENT DRAMA AT 9: 10)

99
-

-- ''Best
Picture ol
the year~'

·

-Bosley Crowther,
New York Times

Sitting Down On The Job
Karol Solinski is seen going through his floor exercise
routine. Solinski will be performing his specialty tomorrow in Vancouver when Central gymnasts meet the
·
University of British·Columbia.
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Gymnasts Go to Canada
By KEITH ULRICH
Spc;>rts Writer
Tomorrow, central' s gymnasts
will travel to Vancouver for a
meet with the University of Brit..
ish Columbia. British Columbia
is coached by Bruno Klaus, an
All-American gymnast in the
United states in 1961 and 1962.

Mace Brady also turned in a
fine
performance for the
Savages. He took first place on
the rt.ngs and on the long horse.
He was second in free exercise.
and on the parallel bars and thi~
on the high bar' and the tram.
poline.
John Kelley was another first '
place winner for the Savages,
taking first place on the high
bar. Ed Prue was second on
the tramPoline. Third place win.
ners for Eastern were Jim Kraft
in free exercise and John Se~
don on the long horse.

Last Thursday, central lost
to Eastern Washington for the
second time this season by a
score of 153.93-126.25. Wildcat
coach, Curtis Hahn, stated t4a~
Eastern's experience again paid
off in the long run.
Rick Gr.anstrom was the out..
standing performer~for the Wild.
cats, taking second on Uierings.
'Jerry Brower was third on the
The Wildcat basketball team
side horse and Al .Agledal was . will opPose tpe RepuJ:>lic of ~
third on the parallel bars.
rea National team in Yakima
Eastern' s all • around man ' TUesday.
Tipoff is 8 p.m. in
Randy Cruthers was again the
the Eisenhower High · School
outstanding performer in the
Gym. The game is one stop
meet. . He took first place 1n on the visitors'· tour of Canada
free exercise, trampoline, side
and the United States under spon.
horse and parallel bars. Hewas sorship of the People.to-People
second o~ the side horse and Sports Committee. Student tic.
third on the rings •.
kets are 50 cents.
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Friday night's orgy has been cancelled!

Matmen Defend 'Cat Lair

See you at

THI&

·

CRABTREE·

TUXEDO
RENTALS
FOR THE
MILITARY BALL
ALL ORDERS
MUST BE IN
BY TUESDAY
FEBRUARY

Practice Battle
Demits Byrnes is seen eseaplng from a practice opponent.
Tomorrow night he'll be putting his practice to good use
when he battles Ed DeWitt, a · veteran grappler. who
placed fourth in the 1960 Olympics• .

i

ORDER NOW
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14

..

ct

925-2166

I

Wildkittens Set
To Bounce Kent

Wildcat grapplers defend their
lair at 7: 30 tonight and tomorrow against two potent teams,
Western Washington and a team
from Fort Lewis.
Western, boasting of a victory
over Seattle Pacttic, has strong
contenders in the 123, 152 and
167 pound weight divisions, wlth
Martin Potts, Dan Thomas and
Gary Rasmusen filling the PoS·
itions.
Potts was the Evergreen.Conference champion two years ago
but did not compete last year.
Thomas placed second in the pre.
season University of washing. ton tournament and has yet to be
defeated this year. Rasmusen
was second in the Evergreen
Conference last season.
TWO national AAU champions,
plus ·other highly experienced
matmen highlight the Fort Lewis
team.
The two national champions
are Hank SCbenk, a heavyweight
who grappled at Oregon State
during his college days, and
Ed DeWitt, a former wrestler
tor the Uni verslty at Pittsburgh,
who earned fourth place in the
1960 Olympic games.
At 177, itwillbeDennis Byrne's
job to handle DeWitt, and Dave
Coffman will face Schenk.
Last weekend the Wildcats
clobbered°E!astern 29-3 inNichol·
son Pavllion.
Central wrestlers scoring
paints were Jim Herman, Bob
• Norton, Ron Seibel, Dave Cc1f·
•man by decisions, and Larry
Brown, Gary Mogenson, Blll
Rackley and Lamoin Merkley
by pins.
Jim Bunch al Eastern, although
pinned by Merkley, became .the
first oppanent to score a point
(he earned two by a take down)
against Merkley this season.

Centra.l's women basketball·
ers, inspired by a victory over
the University of Washington
last Saturday, have a tentative
pme planned with Kent tonight
at 9:30 in Nicholson Pavilion.
An interesting aspect of to.
night's game will be the pres.
ence of three Centra.l gradu.
ates now playing for Kent. The
girls are Pat Lacey, Sharon
Lovinger and Kay Bently.
In the University of Washing.

ton game on Saturday, Centra.l's
women were able to score a 49.
37 victory and extend their win
record over Washington to ten
straight in the last ten years.
The victory was due to "beaut1ful teamwork," .says Dorothy
Purser, coach for the Wlldkit.
tens. Speed also played an lm·
portant part.
"These girls are the fastest
I've ever coached," Purser
claims.
High scorers for the game
were Kathy O'Kelly with 13, fol·
lowed closely by Shirley Cook
and Joanne Arens, who both
scored 12,

Ed DeWitt
.Olympic competitor.
TUesday night in Seattle the
University of Washington de.
feated Central grapplers 18-13.
The loss was the second of the
year for Central, the previous
one also going to the u. W
Key losses for Central were
in the middle weights, withGary
Mogenson and Ron Seibel los.
ing close decisions. Mike TUr·
ner with a decision and Lamoin
Merkley and Dave Coffman with
pins were the only Wildcat point
scorers.
Merkley' s win ran his conse.
cutive win string to 50, · 25 of
these by pins.
Prior to tonight's varsity
match Wildcat JV's will have a
match with Columbia Basin col.
lege.
Starting time for - thfa
contest is 6 p.m.
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ELEcTRIC HEAT
HEATED POOL
AIR .CONDITIONING
6th & Water St.

30 BEAUTIFUL UNITS..
925-3116

Swim Team Paddles To Cheney,
Spok~ne For Poolside Meets
Central's swimmers will face Bolton, Butch .Holmstrom and
their strongest competition of Herb Knudson also came in first.
the year when they meet the
Dennis Quinn took second
powerful University of Montana places in the 1000 yard freestyle
along with Whitworth and Eas. and the lOOyardfreestyle. Other
tern Washington in a meet to second place winners for Central
be held in: . Cheney on Saturday. were Roy Clark, diving; SwanFriday, the Wildcats will meet son, 200 yard butterfly; Bolton,
the University of Idaho and Gon- 200 yard backstroke; and Knud.
zaga in Spokane.
son, 200 yard breastroke. Free.
Montana is the defending cham· _styler Gerry Malella and diver
pion in the Big Sky Conference. Mark Morrill, both All·Ameri.
This year's team has all of , cans did not compete in the

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
;!

'

AuTo SERVICE _

real well for us during January.
February will be a real test
for us as we meet Montana, the
University of Puget Sound and
Oregon State, all are extremely
tough teams.''

Kawasaki Motorcycles

INDEPENDENT
603 Main

Au10

REPAIR

925-5539

SGA FILM CLUB
Show Your SGA Card and

SAVE

15%

On All
e FILM
• PHOTO FINISHING
• FLASH BULBS

MODERN PHOTO

925-9227

GOOD_ONLY AT PLAZA BRANCH-706 E. 8th

CAR WASH
Don't Let The Winter Wind Bug You!
Wash Your Car Behind The Comfort
Of Closed Doors

Poised For Action
Jim Thomas is set to do a practice dive. Tomorrow
however he will be diving for real as Central faces
tough competition from the U. of Montana, Whitworth
and Eastern.
last year's lettermen returniflt·
and several new freshmen and
junior college transfers.
In
last year's action, Central
squeezed out a 53.51 win over
Montana.
Leading swimmers on the Mon.
tana squad are Ken Von Thagen
and Willard Anderson in the
freestyle events, John William.
son in the butterfly and Walt
Roloson in the sprints.
Central coach, Bob Gregson,
stated that Montana would be the
favorite in the meet Saturday.
He also stated that Eastern and
Whitworth would battle it out
for third place. Central has
beaten both teams by large mar.
gins this year.
· Last Saturday, Central con.
tinued their winning streak when
they defeated Western Wash.
ington by a lopsided score of
60-39.
The meet was held at
Western and the victory gave
the Wildcats a 7.. 0 record for
the season and a 3-0 record
in Evergreen Conference compe.
· tition. Central's meet with Eve.
rett Junior College on Saturday
was called off.
The top Wildcat performer in
the meet with Western was Marl= ·
Schlosser. He took first places
in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle
events. Steve O'Brien took a
first place for the first time
this year, winning the 1000 yard
freestyle event. Bruce Campbell
took first place in the 200 yard
individual medley and secooo
place in ·the 500 yard freestyle.
Jim O'Brien won the 500 yard
freestyle and took second in the
200 yard freestyle. Don Blair
won the 200 yard breastroke and
Central's 400 yard medleyrelay
team of Dick Swanson, Mike

• Hot Water
• High Pressure· Spray
• ,Towels
• Vacuum Cleaners

meet for the Wildcats.
Bill Lingley was the outstand.
ing swimmer for Western, win..
ning the 200 yard freestyle and
the 200 yard butterfly. Robin
Allen was first in diving, John
Jackson won the 220 yard back..
stroke and Western's 400 yard
freestyle relay team of Lingley,
Jackson, Dick Veith and Randy
Hayden also took first place.
Veith was second in the 50
yard freestyle and Malcolm Le..
Vois was second in the 200
yard individual medley. The
loss left Western with a 1.1
mark in Evergreen Conference
competition.
Central' s
Coach Gregson
stated, "We've had things going

..25$
. COIN-OP
SELF SERVICE

JERRY~S
100 E. Capital --

DeliVery Service
5:30 p.m.-Midnight 7 days a week
Anywhere within city limits
FIDELITY UNION LIFE,
INSURANCE CO.
.COLLEGEMASTER
Guaranteed by a top com- 1
pany
,No war cl a use .

SPECIAL

FRENCH ROLL, HAM, CHEESE
SALAMI, DELUXE

POORBOY
CHUCK WAGON STEAK

'Exclusive benefits at spe. ,ciol rates
.tPremium deposits deferred
L~nt!I _>~ou . ~re out of school '

.J.

w. "Bill" Rolcik

.Coll~geMaster_ ·
Repr~sentative .
504 ·E. 8th 962-9292

Phone

925-9861
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Drug Committee Eyes Abuse
"Drug committee members
main roles this quarter an
are attempting to define the . attempt to come to grips with
dimesions of drug abuse on cam·
the problem of abusive legal
pus," Dr. Don Wise, dean of
drugs, Dr. Wise said.
men, said.
·
A shelf in the library, in the
The Drug Advisory Commitreserve section, houses some
tee, _which was set up at the
40 volumes of books on drugs.
request of President Brooks last
quarter, has been meeting in two Dr. Wise - contributed this to
sections and discussing the drug George Fadement, director of
the library, and Marte Anshutz,
problem.
library section supervisor.
"We feel that in general the
student body is rather well aware
"On Feb. 13, a panel consist·
of the problems inherent in the
ing of several members of the
use of illegal drugs and nar·
drug committee will discuss
cotlcs. we see as one of our
their perceptions of the problem

Chopper

our society has created wi~h.the
prolification of-legally avalld.ble
drugs," said Dr. Wise.
"Among those drugs which we
will center our attention upon
will be alcohol, barbituates and
amphetamine. Last week we had
two cases of student hospitalization because of an overdose of
tranquilizers. We would like to
tell the students that the mem·
bers of the committee are open,
individually or together, to talk
to any person or group Of people
on drugs and alcohol,'' Wise
concluded.

PARISIEN NE

Karate Club has now opened its doors to the women on
campus. , Ruth Beach ls one of the first women to take
advantage of the opportunity. Here she ls seen learning
how to defend herself from an attacker. Jacques Wachs,
club advisor invites all women interested ln self defense
to attend club meetings on Tuesdays from 7.9 p.m. and
Fridays from 5·7 p.m.

Two for mer Central students
and an Ellensburg resident ar·
rested in the Central drug raids
last spring were given correct·
ed sentences by Kittitas County
Superior Court Judge W.R. Cole.
David C. Runyan, 19, and
Charles Minzell, 23, both former
Central students convicted for
sale of marij auna ~ ft ve year
prison sentences ci>rrected to
20 years.

Robert L. Kilpatrick, 22, who
pleaded guilty to two counts of
unlawful sale which resulted in
10 years for -each count was
given corrected sentences of 20
years for each count.
Under state law, the sentencing ·
judge gives the maximum sen·
tence and the minimum sentence
is fixed by the State Board of
Prison Terms and Paroles.

Froni watches to pendants, we have the ideal
jewelry gifts for your
Valentine,
Friday, February 2
Wresiling here, Western Wash.
tngton at 7:30. Nicholson Pavi.
lion Kennedy Hall Mixer SUB Ball..
room at 9 p.m.
Movies, "Best of Enemies" 7
p.m. "Bad Day at Black Rock"
10 p.m. McConnell Auditorium
Jazz in the· Cavern
Saturday, February 3
Wrestling here, Western Wash.
lngton 7:30 Nicholson Pavilion
Courson Mixer SUBBallroomat
9 p.m.
Jazz in the Cavern
Movies, ''Bad Day at Black
Rock" 7 p.m • . and "Best o1
Enemies" -j.~ p.m. inMcConnell
Auditorium
Campus Recrea.Uon 2p.m.N1cholson Pavillon
Sunday, February 4
InternaUonal Film series, Alex-

· ander Nevsky (Russian)
Campus Recreation 2p.m.Nich.
olson Pa villon
Monday, February 5
SGA · Popcorn Forum, (meet the
candidates)
Executive Vice
President and Social Vice Pres.
ident
SGA Meeting in Hitchcock 6:30
Tuesday, February 6
SGA Popcorn Forum (meet the
candidates) Legislators atJarge
Wednesday, February 7
SGA elections, 8 a.m •• 5 p.m.
in the dorms, Black Hall and
the SUB
SGA Watch Nite Dance 8 p.m.
.11 p.m.
Thursday, February 8
Hootenanny in Cavern
Faculty Recital 8 p.m. in Hertz

